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Proposal Abstract (75 word maximum): 
The PI will travel to CUAS to develop an international research experience program in 
Geographic Information Science. The program will build on the strengths and 
compatibilities of faculties at SDSU and CUAS. During the stay at CUAS the PI will 
develop with his Austrian counterpart program objectives, deliverables, and program 
assessment procedure.  SDSU students will benefit from the program by becoming 
involved in international research teams and participation in regular research seminars. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Travel report: 
  

I. Opening/overview of intentions/activity 
The purpose of my trip was to develop an international research 
experience program between the Department of Geography at SDSU and 
CUAS in Villach. The university in Villach offers an international 
Master’s program in Spatial Decision Support Systems, which is one of 
research and study areas pursued by graduate students in Geography at 
SDSU. This program, offers a research project experience in English, 
which is attractive for potential students from SDSU, who do not know 
German language.  but are interested in an I will spend one week in 
Villach working with my counterpart – Dr. Gernot Paulus from CUAS on 
developing program objectives, specific research topics, deliverables, and 
assessment instruments for gauging progress in research conducted by 
participating students.   

 
II. In preparation for the trip abroad 

Prior to my trip to Villach I was in e-mail contact with Dr. Gernot Paulus, 
G.Paulus@fh-kaernten.at, whom I met previously at one of research 
conferences in Europe. It was then that the idea of developing an exchange 
program was first proposed. CUAS is a small institution of higher 
education in comparison to SDSU; its student body is about 2000 both 
undergraduate and graduate students. Students come mostly the State of 
Carinthia in Austria but there is also a contingent of international students 
from countries such as Germany, Scandinavian and Baltic countries, 
Belgium, Ukraine, Brazil, India and African countries. Prior to my trip I 
established that CUAS was recognized by Austrian Ministry of Education. 
  

III. Upon arrival/specific activity 
  Upon the arrival I divided my activities between giving a series of guest  
  lectures and meeting with my CUAS counterpart – Dr. Paulus to discuss  
  the organization of exchange. One of the reasons for my guest lecturing 
  was to develop a feel for interests and capabilities of students who at the  
  time of my visit were studying in the International Master’s Program for  
  Spatial Decision Support Systems. My visit also coincided with three 
  month fellowship at CUSA by one of PhD student in Geography/SDSU,  
  who, as the first tangible result our cooperation between SDSU’s   
  Geography program and CUAS, was invited to conduct research on  
  comparative analysis of Spatial Decision Support Systems for managing  
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  natural hazards in California and in Carinthia. This research was funded in 
  full by the Marshall Plan Scholarship of Austria and the student is   
  currently preparing a paper reporting on study results, to be submitted to a  
  refereed journal.  
 

IV. Conclusion, recommendation, and next step? 
  There is an opportunity for other graduate students interested in research  
  problems in Spatial Decision Support Systems to apply in the future for  
  funding support form Marshall Plan Scholarship of Austria. In the spring  
  of 2010 two students from CUAS will arrive for a semester of studies at  
  SDSU. There are also plans for guest lectureship exchanges between  
  SDSU Geography and CUAS International Program in Spatial Decision  
  Support Systems. Ultimately, the sustainability of the exchange program  
  depends on the involvement of faculty members at SDSU and CUAS  
  interested in keeping the program going and on funding opportunities for  
  students, who otherwise might be reluctant to participate due to associated  
  costs.  
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